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Modelling of laser-induced effects in materials
A N I M E S H K JAIN
Nuclear Physics Division, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay 400 085, India
Abstract. Progress made in modelling laser-induced effects in materials is reviewed.
Calculation of the thermal history of a material treated with a high power laser pulse is
described in detail. Variation of thermophysical properties with temperature, and phase
changes such as melting, vaporization and resolidification are incorporated into the
calculations. Typical results for laser treatment of iron are presented. The melt parameters
obtained from the heating calculations are used to predict the solute depth profiles in
surface alloys produced by pulsed laser treatment. Non-equilibrium segregation effects,
arising from extremely high resolidification velocities of several metres per second, are
discussed and incorporated into calculations of the solute depth profiles. Departures from
expeclog profiles due to convection in the melt are briefly discussed.
Keywords. Laser processing; heat conduction; diffusion; metastable alloys.

1.

Introduction

Material processing by high intensity laser pulses has attracted considerable
attention from researchers in the last one decade. The most prominent areas of
application, where considerable work has been carried out during this period, have
been in laser annealing of ion-implantation-induced damage in semiconductors and
production of metastable surface alloys similar to those produced by other nonequilibrium techniques, such as rapid quenching from the melt or ion implantation.
The development of the subject can be followed in the proceedings of several
international conferences on laser processing, held periodically since 1978 (see, for
example, Ferris et al 1979: White and Peercy 1980; Gibbons et al 1981; Narayan
et al 1983; Fan and Johnson 1984; Biegelsen et al 1985; Kurz et al 1986; Picraux
et al 1987; Aziz et al 1988).
The mechanism proposed for annealing or alloying effects of the high power laser
pulse involves a surface melting caused by very high energy densities absorbed by
the material. The surface melting is followed by a rapid cooling of the melt as a
result of efficient conduction of heat into the underlying substrate. Although this
qualitative picture is consistent with most of the experimental observations, it is
natural to attempt a modelling of tbe laser-induced effects in materials, so as to
provide a more quantitative understanding. The present article is an attempt to
review the work done in this direction.
There are two aspects of studying laser-material interaction. One involves a
detailed study of the process of absorption of the laser energy by the irradiated
material. The other aspect is to study the macroscopic changes produced in the
material itself as a result of the laser irradiation. Even though the former aspect is
of utmost importance for a proper understanding of laser processing, it is more
difficult to study experimentally because of the very small time scales ( ~ 1 0 -12 s)
involved. The latter aspect, on the other hand, can be studied even after the
treatment is over. There have been a number of ingenious experiments in recent
years to study the material sample during laser irradiation. Such experiments have
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provided valuable insight into the interaction mechanism. In this article we shall
concern ourselves primarily with laser-induced effects in the material, while the
mechanism of laser interaction will be discussed only briefly.
2.

Transfer of laser energy to the material

The interaction of photons with matter occurs mainly by electronic excitations. In
the photon energy range from infrared to ultraviolet wavelengths, only valence and
conduction electrons participate in the excitation process. In metals the light is
absorbed by free electrons (intraband transition). The excited electrons collide with
the lattice atoms and the energy relaxation time is about 10 -12 seconds. In other
words, if one is interested in laser pulse durations of a few nanoseconds or longer, it
may be assumed that the laser energy absorbed by the metal is almost immediately
converted into thermal motion of the atoms, or heat. On the other hand, in the case
of semiconductors, electron transitions from the valence to the conduction band
(interband transitions) play a crucial role. As a result of such transitions, electronhole pairs are created. During laser irradiation, the concentrations of electrons and
holes are well above their equilibrium values, and recombination occurs. The most
important recombination process at very high carrier concentrations is the Auger
process. In this process, the electrons and holes recombine directly and the energy is
transferred to another electron (or hole). The Auger recombination rate becomes
predominant at carrier concentrations above 1019 c m - 3 and does not allow the
carrier concentration to be far out of equilibrium with the lattice temperature.
However, in situ measurement of temperature during laser annealing of silicon with
nanosecond duration pulses, employing Raman scattering (Lo and Compaan 1980),
indicate much rower lattice temperatures than those expected from an assumption
that the laser energy is quickly converted into heat. Spurred by this observation,
many investigators have tried to determine the temperatures employing a variety of
probes (see, for example, Stritzker et al 1981; Larson et al 1982, 1983; Shank et al
1983; Thompson et al 1983a, b; Lompre et al 1983, 1984;' Hermes et al 1986; Tsao
et al 1986) and a wide range of laser pulse durations from a few nanoseconds to 90
femtoseconds. Without going into the details of the individual experiments, it can
be summarized (Brown 1984) that energy is transferred from the high density
electron-hole plasma to the lattice in time scales of the order of 1-10 picoseconds. It
can therefore be safely assumed that for laser pulses of durations of a few
nanoseconds or more, the energy absorbed by the electrons is instantaneously
transferred to the lattice, and thus manifests itself as heat. In most of the practical
applications of lasers in material processing, the interaction times actually range
from 10 -9 s to 10 -3 s, and the assumption of instantaneous conversion of photon
energy to heat is generally valid. The earlier discrepancy observed in Raman
measurements (Lo and Compaan 1980) has been analysed very carefully (Compaan
et al 1983). It has been asserted by Jellison et al (1983) that the temperatures
inferred from Raman measurements are very low owing to inadequacies in data
analysis.
3.

Laser heating calculations

In order to carry out a modelling of the laser-induced effects on the material, it is
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necessary to know the parameters of interest in a laser processing experiment. As
has been mentioned earlier, high power lasers have found wide applications in
annealing ion implantation damage in semiconductors and pulsed laser mixing of
deposited films on a substrate (see, for example, Jain and Sood 1981; Sood 1982).
The process of pulsed laser mixing is shown schematically in figure 1. A film of the
solute material to be alloyed is deposited on the host substrate. Laser irradiation
with a suitable power density may produce a molten zone with melt depth
extending well beyond the overlay film. Rapid solute diffusion in the melt could
provide adequate mixing within the duration of the melt. As the melt resolidifies
rapidly due to transfer of heat into the substrate by conduction, a final alloy phase
would be formed in the surface region, which would be metastable in most of the
cases. The final phase and microstructure are decided by parameters such as melt
duration, melt depth, cooling rate and resolidification velocity. All these parameters
can be controlled by laser parameters such as pulse duration, energy density and, in
certain cases, laser Dight wavelength. Although the process depicted in figure 1 is
for laser surface alloying, essentially the same applies to laser annealing of ionimplanted semiconductors also. In the latter process, the damaged (ion-implanted)
region is analogous to the film in figure 1, and the underlying undamaged crystal is
the substrate. In order to study the relationship between the physical parameters of
interest listed above, and the laser parameters, it is necessary to carry out
calculations of heat transport in the material from a region which has absorbed the
laser light directly. The predominant mode of heat transfer is generally assumed to
be conduction. For short duration pulses, the radiative heat loss can indeed be
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Figure I. A schematicshowingmechanismof pulsed laser induced mixingof an overlay
solute filmon a substrate. Essentiallya similarmechanismappliesto laser annealingof ion
implantation induceddamagein semiconductors(fromJain and Sood 1981).
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neglected. Several papers have dealt with the solutions of the heat flow equation
relevant to laser treatment (see, for example, Baeri et al 1979; Bell et al 1979;
Don~i Dalle Rose and Miotello 1980; Jain et al 1981a; Wood and Giles 1981). If the
extent of the laser beam in the transverse (x, y) plane is much larger than the
thickness of the target affected by the laser beam, the problem of heat diffusion may
be treated as one-dimensional, and can be solved relatively easily. In many of the
material processing applications of lasers with beam diameters of several millimeters,
this simplification is usually valid. As a result, most of the calculations have been
for a one-dimensional case, although elaborate codes are available (see, for example,
Turner et al 1977) for three-dimensional heat flow calculations also. For the
purpose of this article, we shall confine ourselves to a one-dimensional problem.

3.1

The heat diffusion equation

I1 T(z, t) is the temperature at a depth z in the sample at time t, then the onedimensional heat diffusion equation is

(~ TIOt) = (O/Oz) [(K/pc)(c3T/~z)] + (a/pc) I (z, t),

(1)

where K, p, c and ~. denote the thermal conductivity, mass density, specific heat and
linear attenuation coefficient of the laser radiation respectively. I(z, t) is the laser
intensity at depth z in the target. The physical properties such as K, p, c and ct
depend implicitly on z owing to their temperature dependence. In addition, these
physical properties may also depend explicitly on z. For example, if one is dealing
with a deposited film, as is shown in figure 1, then one has to use the properties of
the film up to a depth equal to the film thickness, and those of the substrate for
greater depths. The nature of variation of thermophysical properties with temperature differs from material to material. As an example, figure 2 depicts the
variation with temperature in the thermal diffusivity D,h (defined as K/(pc)) of iron.
Due to the complex nature of the problem, it becomes necessary to solve the heat
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Figure 2. Variation of the thermal diffusivity of iron with temperature. The data points
have been taken from Touloukian et al (1973).
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diffusion equation numerically. Although there are several approaches (see, for
example, Richtmeyer and Morton 1967), the classical explicit method is the most
popular one, and will be described here in some detail, in addition to the
complexity introduced owing to the temperature and depth dependence of the
thermophysical properties, solution of equation (1) is also complicated by the fact
that in a typical laser processing experiment, one encounters a change in state also,
such as melting and resolidification. If the laser energy density is sufficiently high,
there may be vaporization also (as indicated in figure I). Such changes of phase, and
the latent heats associated with them, must be incorporated in the calculations.
Numerical calculations involving both melting/resolidification and vaporization
were first reported by Jain et al (1981a). The procedure described in this section will
closely follow their work.
The second term in equation (l) represents a heat generation term due to
absorption of the laser energy. As discussed in section 2, it is assumed that the
absorbed energy is instantaneously converted into heat. For a homogeneous
absorbing medium, the laser intensity l(z, t) at a depth z and time t is given by

l ( z , t ) = l o ( t ) ( 1 - R) exp ( - :~z),

(2)

where Io(t) is the temporal intensity profile of the laser beam and R is the reflection
coefficient. Just as the thermophysical properties K, p and c depend on temperature and depth z, the optical properties R and ~ also depend on the temperature
and depth. In the case of metals, this dependence on temperature or the physical
state (solid or liquid) is relatively weak. However, for semiconductors, both R and
change sharply at the solid-liquid transition. In fact appreciable change in
reflectivity of silicon on melting has been most extensively used in time-resolved
studies of laser-induced effects (see, for example, Auston et al 1978). Similarly, there
are considerable differences between properties of crystalline and amorphous
semiconductors. From the point of view of modelling of laser-induced effects, the
calculation should have provision for varying both R and ~ with T, z and the
physical state. Finally, we shall briefly discuss the choice of the temporal intensity
profile lo(t) in equation (2). In an actual laser processing experiment, the pulse
shape may vary with the energy density, or may change slightly from one pulse to
another. From an experimental point of view, it is essential to know how critical
these fluctuations are to the laser processing. Calculations have been done (Wood
and Giles 1981) for pulses having widely different shapes, but having the same
energy content, and the same characteristic width. Although the melt history does
depend on the pulse shape, the variations are not drastic. In particular, a Gaussian
pulse shape and an isosceles triangle give practically identical results. Since most
Q-switched pulses are Gaussian-like, it is quite common to use the more convenient
isosceles triangle for the pulse shape (Jain et al 1981a). However, the procedure for
numerically solving equation (l) is quite general and any appropriate choice of lo(t)
can be handled without serious complications. In the next subsection, the numerical
procedure for obtaining the solution of the heat conduction equation will be
described in brief.
3.2

Numerical solution

We shall consider in this section the numerical solution of equation (1) in the
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presence of phase changes such as melting, resolidification or vaporization. For
most pulsed 'laser applications, the thickness of the sample is usually much more
than the heat-affected zone. The sample can thus be considered to be infinitely
thick, with its back surface always at the ambient temperature. This gives rise to the
boundary' condition
T(z, t)lz-o~ = constant = To,

(3)

where To is the ambient temperature. In practice, one cannot carry out calculations
up to infinite depth. However, the temperature in the sample falls with depth with a
characteristic depth scale of the order of (4D~hr)1/2, where r is the maximum time of
interest for the calculations. It is sufficient to carry our calculations up to a d e p t h
which is much more (10 to 20 times) than this characteristic depth. Again, for short
duration pulses, radiative or convective heat loss from the surface can be shown to
be negligible. This gives rise to the "no loss" boundary condition at the surface,
namely
[~ T(z, t)/Oz]~ = o = 0.

(4)

We divide the relevant portion of the target (i.e. the depth up to which heating
effects are to be considered) into a number of thin layers. The thickness of these
layers should be chosen to be much less than the characteristic depth scale
(4DthZ) lie SO that each layer can be assumed to have a definite temperature, and
thus a definite set of thermophysical properties. We define Azi as the thickness of
the ith layer, the layer at the surface being numbered as io. Initially, io is taken as 1,
and all Azi's may be equal. If evaporation takes place from the surface, both io and
AZiomay change with time. In the following discussion, a subscript i on a physical
property (such as K, c, p, R, ~) refers to the ith layer. The properties depend in
general on the temperature and physical state of a particular layer. An explicit
dependence on i comes when dealing with deposited films on a substrate.
The power density Ii incident on the ith layer at time t is given by
Iio = lo(t) (1 - Rio)
Ii+ x = l i e x p ( - ~ i A z i ) ,

(5a)
i >~ i o.

(5b)

In a small time interval At between t and t + At, the laser energy absorbed per unit
area in the ith layer is then
AQiabs = (I i - I~ + 1) At, i ~>io.

(6)

In addition to energy absorption from the laser, there is energy transfer between the
ith layer and its adjacent layers due to diffusion. We define the effective thermal
conductivity, Kp between two adjacent layers, i and i:t: 1 as (Carslaw and Jaeger
1959)
K { = K i K i ± l(Azi + Azi± 1)/(KiAzi± t + Ki± 1Azi).

.(7)

If T}°) is the temperature of the ith layer at time t, the contribution from diffusion of
heat in the time interval At is
AQ diff. = [Ki- ( Tl°-)l - ~ o ) ) / A z 7 + Ki+,l,,i+
l'c°L - T} °))/Az+ ] At,

(8)

Az/~ = (Azi + Azi±l)/2, i> io.

(5)

where
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Under the boundary condition of equation-(4), only the second term in equation (8)
is to be taken for i = io. The net heat received by the layer goes to increase/decrease
the temperature of the layer. Thus the temperature T~ at time (t + At) is given by
T i = T} °) + (AQ abs d- AQdiff)/(c i Pi Azi).

(10)

In the absence of any phase change, T~ is the true temperature at time t + At. In this
case, T[ °) is replaced by T~ and the calculations proceed further for the next time
step, employing equations (5) to (10).
3.3

Incorporating chanye of state

The temperatures calculated from equation (10) will be correct only if no change of
physical state is involved in going from the temperature T~°) to the new temperature
T~. If this is not the case, then one has to take into account the relevant latent heat
also. If T~' and TI' be the melting and boiling points for the ith layer, then the
conditions for a phase change may be summarized as
T[°) <~ TF' < Ti

(melting)

(lla)

Ti < TF' <~ T[ °)

(solidification)

(1 lb)

TF' < T[ °~ < T~ < Ti

(vaporization)

(1 lc)

If Ti, calculated from equation (10), satisfies any of the conditions laid out in
equations (1 la--c), then a correction is necessary. Let us consider the situation for
melting or solidification first. In addition to the thickness Azi, and the thermophysical properties, we also define a quantity ./~ for each layer which signifies the
fraction of the ith layer which is in a molten state. If either of equations (1 la) or
(1 lb) is satisfied, we define
AQ' = AQ ab~+ z~Qdiff_ cipiAzi( TIn _ T~O~).

(12)

AQ' is the energy available to melt the solid and then heat the melt in the case of
melting (AQ'> 0); or to solidify the melt and then cool the solid in case of
solidification (AQ' < 0). If L~" is the latent heat of fusion of the ith layer, and f~O)is
the melt fraction at time t, then the new melt fraction f- at time (t+At) is
f/=f(o) + AQ'/(piAz,L~').

(13)

If.f i turns out to be less than unity, it implies that the layer is still incompletely
molten. The temperature of the layer in this case is assumed to remain clamped at
Tr'~ , until the complete layer melts. Thus
Ti= Tim, 0~<Ji~<l (partial melt).

(14)

If, however, f~ is greater than unity, it implies that the heat AQ' is sufficient to melt
the layer completely, and still surplus energy is left to heat the melt. The
temperature in this case is (f~> 1)
T~ = Tr" + ( f ~ - 1)piL~'/(c~p~')

(complete melting).

(15)

(complete solidification).

(16)

Similarly, if f. < 0,
Ti -- T~' + fi PiL~'/(cT'P~")

The melt fractionf is set at 1 after evaluating T i from equation (15) and at zero if
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equation (16) is used. In equation (15), c~ and p~' are the values of specific heat and
density of the layer in liquid phase at T~', while in equation (16), these are values for
solid phase at Tim. The calculations can now proceed as usual after setting T~°)
equal to T~, and going to the next time step.
The fractionfj of melt in a given layer may be interpreted as a thickness f/Azi of
the layer being in the molten state and the remaining (l-f~)Azi thickness in the
solid phase. In this interpretation, regions of solid and liquid phases are separated
by a well-defined phase boundary. In a heat transfer problem dominated by
conduction from a small region in which heat is generated , this interpretation is
generally valid. For example, in the case of laser treatment of metals, the attenuation coefficient c~ is very large ( ~ 106 cm- 1) and nearly 99% of the laser energy is
absorbed in a thickness of ~ 2 0 nm. However, when heat is generated nearly
uniformly throughout the extended regions of a sample (as with laser irradiation of
materials having low ~), it is possible that melting is initiated more or less at the
same time in several layers. Thus a layer at a larger depth may start melting before
a layer above it is completely molten. The above interpretation off~ becomes invalid
in this case, as a definite phase interface cannot be located. The material in the layer
comprises of a two-phase mixture, referred to as "slush", or a "transition zone".
Even in the cases where a "slush" zone is seen, the slush disappears quickly after the
laser pulse has terminated (Wood and Giles 1981).
During the heating phase, calculations can proceed with the help of equations
(5) to (15), provided the temperature T,. calculated from equation (10) or equation
(15) does not exceed TF. If this is not the case (see equation (llc)), then we must
account for the latent heat of vaporization Ly of the layer. In order to incorporate
vaporization, some simplifying assumptions will be made as follows (Jain et al
1981a).
(a) The surface temperature of the melt (Tio) does not exceed the boiling point T/'.
Any further heating evaporates a suitable amount of material by supplying the
latent heat L[.
(b) The material evaporated is lost from the system.
(c) If during a small time interval At, the net energy received by a layer is more
than that required to evaporate the layer completely, then the excess energy goes to
heat the vapour, and is thus lost from the system.
Keeping the above simplifications in mind, if Ti obtained from equation (15) is
higher than /'iv, we define
AQ" = cT' pT Az,( T~ - T]').

(17)

In case the layer was already completely molten (i.e. if equation (1 lc) is satisfied), we
define AQ" as
AQ" = AQ abs + AQ/°ig- c~p,Azz( Ty - T/~°').

(18)

The quantity AQ" denotes the energy available to cause evaporation. The evaporated fraction ~p of the layer is given by
~p = AQ"/(L~p~Azi).

(19)

The corrected temperature is then obtained from
Ti = Tr, if q)< 1

(20)
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Azi~ Azi(1 - ~p).

(21)

However, if ~p >t 1, the complete layer is lost, and it is meaningless to calculate its
temperature. For the next time step, the calculations must start from io = i+ 1. Thus
Azi = 0, io = i + 1, for ~p/> 1

(22)

Equations (5) to (22) give all the necessary equations for the heat diffusion
equation solution. However, in order to ensure stable solution by the above
approach, the steps Azi and At cannot be arbitrarily chosen. The steps chosen must
satisfy the stability criterion (Arden and Astill 1970)

KiAt/[Pici[A2i) 2] <

1/2.

(23)

It can be seen that if the layer thickness is reduced by a factor of two, the longest
time step that can bc used decreases by a factor of four. Thus Az, should be chosen
as large as possible, keeping in mind the relevant depth scale for the particular
material and laser pulse duration. In the next section we shall consider heating of a
pure iron sample by a ruby laser pulse as a representative illustration of the calculational procedure described in this section.

4. Typical results--laser heating of iron
As an illustration, let us consider a typical example of laser heating of iron by a
20 ns duration (full width at half maximum) ruby laser (2 = 694-3 nm) pulse. Based
on the pulse duration and thermal diffusivity data for iron (see figure 2), the
boundary condition in equation (3) is applied to a depth of 10/tin in the sample.
The depth step A: is chosen as 25 nm for the first 5 gm depth, and as 100 nm for
the remaining 5 Itm depth. A coarse depth step is taken after 5/~m depth in order to
save computation time. This does not affect the accuracy significantly, since temperatures are expected to vary slowly with depth at large depths. In consideration of
the stability criterion in equation (23), the time step was chosen as 0.01 ns, and the
calculations were carried out up to a time of 200 ns. The available experimental
data on the thermophysical properties of iron (Gray 1972; Smithells 1976;
Touloukian et al 1973) were fitted to the following polynomial expressions
p(T)=(I-f)(7.89-3.5x10

'* T) +f(8.37 - 8.8 x10 - 4 T ) gcm -3

K (T) = (74.55 - 0.0634T- 1.333 x 10x l 0 - ~ T 3) W.m 1 K - 1

5 7"2 +

c(T)=(0-438+4-38

x 10 -4.

2"868

T~<9t0C

=[(l-f)(13.58+0'0153T)+40f ]W.m
T ) J . g -1 K -1,

(24)

(25a)
1K-1, T > 9 1 0 C
T~<910C

(25b)
(26a)

= [(1 - f ) (1.042- 9'33 x 10-4T+ 5.03 x 10-7T 2)
+0"75./]J.g-1K-l,

T>910C

(26b)

In equations (24) to (26), T is the temperature in degrees centigrade a n d f i s the melt
fraction of a layer. Property of a partially molten layer is simply taken as the
weighted mean of the solid and liquid properties. The reflectivity R and attenuation
coefficient ~ for ruby laser wavelength have been taken as 0.60 and 7 x 105 cmrespectively.
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Temperature versus time and depth

The calculational procedure described in section 3 enables us to calculate the
temperatures at all depths (250 depth steps in this case) and all times (2 × l 0 4 time
steps) for any given incident energy density. This gives rise to an enormous volume
of data. However, the temperature-versus-time curves are shown for a few selected
depths in figure 3 for an incident energy density of 1-9 J/cm z. The layer number
corresponding to each curve in figure 3 is also indicated. The surface layer (layer
number 1) reaches the boiling point very soon, is partially evaporated ( ~ 6 nm out of
25 nm), and then cools rapidly. Layer number 15 (average depth 362-5 nm) barely
crosses the melting point. Layers at greater depths do not achieve melting. For
example, layer 25 in figure 3 reaches a maximum temperature of only
1057°C, compared to the melting point, 1536°C. The slopes of these curves, dT/dt,
give the heating or cooling rates. For the case of layer 1 in figure 3, the cooling rates
are ~ 10 ~° K's-t in the liquid phase. The variation of temperature with depth is
shown more clearly in figure 4 at 30 ns, 50 ns and 1(30ns after the start of the laser
pulse. The kinetics of heat propagation into the sample with time is clear. It is also
seen that heating beyond 3 pm depth is not appreciable over the time scales of
interest. The temperature gradients are also very high. At 30 ns, the gradient
I(dT/dz)1 is ~ 4 × l 0 7 K.cm -1 in the surface region. The gradient decreases with
time, as seen in figure 4, and becomes ~ 7 × l 0 6 K-cm-1 at 100 ns (z ~ 1 pm). Such
enormous gradients are a result of strong absorption of optical radiation into the
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metal (~=7 x 105 cm-~). Although (dT/dz) is generally not a crucial parameter in
laser processing, it may become important in deciding the conditions for a stable
liquid-solid interface in laser annealing of ion-implanted semiconductors (see, for
example, Jackson 1975; White et al 1980a).
4'2

Melt depth-versus-time and laser energy density

The melt depth d at any given instant can be obtained from the relation

d(t) = ~jlAz~,

(27)

wheref~ is the melt fraction (see equation (13)) of the ith layer at time t. Equation (27)
assumes that there is no "slush" region. The variation of melt depth with time is
shown in figure 5. At laser energy densities below the evaporation threshold
(1"9 J/cm 2 in the present case), the melt depth progressively increases with time and
reaches a maximum, and the melt resolidifies rapidly when the laser pulse is over.
The kinks seen in the curves are a result of a finite depth step employed in the
calculations. As seen from figure 5 for 1-4 J/cm 2 and 1"9 J/cm 2, the maximum melt
depth, as well as the total duration of melt, increase with energy density. However,
it has been shown by Jain et al (1981a) that increasing the laser energy density
above the evaporation threshold does not increase the melt depth. The extra energy
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Figure 5. Variation of melt depth with time for 1-4 J/cm 2, 1-9 J/cm z and 5.0 J/cm z, 20 ns
F W H M ruby laser pulses on iron.

goes into evaporating more material. For example, at 5 J/cm 2 in figure 5 (well
above the evaporation threshold), the rate of melting slows down considerably at
~ 12 ns when evaporation sets in. It is only after ~35 ns, when evaporation rate is
considerably reduced, that the melting speeds up again. The ultimate melt depth
reached is in fact slightly less than that at 1.9 J/cm 2. The resolidification stage is
identical for both 1'9 and 5"0 J/cm 2. The maximum melt depth that can be achieved
in any material increases with pulse duration and the thermal diffusivity of the
material. For example, a 20 ns F W H M pulse in iron can melt at the most ~ 370 nm
(see figure 5), while even a 7 ns F W H M pulse can melt up to ,-~900 nm in aluminium
(Dth~0"9cm2s-1). The slope of the melt depth-versus-time curve gives the
resolidification (or melting) front velocity--a parameter of great importance in
metastable alloy formation. From figure 5, the resolidification velocity is ~ 17 m.s -1
at 1"4 J/cm 2 and ~ 13 m.s -1 at 1.9 J/cm 2 and above. These regrowth velocities are
at least five orders of magnitude higher than typical regrowth velocities in
conventional crystal growth.
5.

Solute redistribution during laser treatment

From the previous sections, we have some idea about the magnitudes of the heating
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parameters, such as melt depth and duration. Even in the short melt durations of
~ 5 0 ns (see figure 5), there may be considerable redistribution of atoms in the
molten zone. This is the basis of the pulsed laser mixing process described earlier in
figure 1. Similarly, in laser annealing of ion-implanted semiconductors, the initial
dopant profile (typically a Gaussian) may change significantly as a result of melting
and resolidification. In this section, we shall consider the evolution of solute depth
profiles with time.

5"1 Diffusion in the molten region
If it is assumed that the redistribution is caused by atomic diffusion in the liquid
phase, then it is possible to calculate the final solute (or dopant) profile by solving
the mass diffusion equation. If D is the diffusivity of the solute atoms, and C(z, t) is
the concentration at depth z and time t, then the diffusion equation is
(,~C/,~t) = D(~2C/~z2).

(28)

This equation is very similar to equation (1) for heat diffusion, except that there is
no source term. Solution of equation (28) in many standard diffusion situations can
be carried out analytically (see, for example, Rothman 1984). However, solution of
the above equation in the case of laser treatment is complicated by the fact that the
diffusivity depends strongly on the temperature, which in turn is a strong function
of the depth z and time t. Since the diffusivity D in the liquid phase is at least five
orders of magnitude higher than in the solid phase, one can generally neglect the
change in solute profile as a result of diffusion in the solid phase. Similarly,
variations in D with temperature of the liquid may be ignored for simplicity. Thus,
instead of the detailed temperature profile obtained from the heating calculations,
the sample may be characterized by simply two regions--a liquid region on top
with an "average" diffusivity Dm for the solute atoms in the molten host, followed
by a solid region with practically zero diffusivity. This assumption considerably
simplifies the solution of equation (28). An analytical solution is still complicated by
the fact that the liquid-solid interface is not stationary. This interface starts at the
surface, moves inwards up to a certain maximum depth depending on the laser and
material parameters, and finally moves outwards again at velocities of several
metres per second (see figure 5). Before we discuss solution of equation (28) to
obtain the solute profile, it is necessary to describe some effects of resolidification
which also must be incorporated in the solution.
5.2

Non-equilibrium segregation

In laser annealing of silicon implanted with various species such as Cu (White et al
1979a), Ga, In, Sb and[ Bi (White et al 1980b), it has been found that the impurity
segregates to the surface after a pulsed laser treatment. Such impurity profiles can
not be explained on the basis of a simple diffusion process implied by equation
(28). Segregation effects have to be incorporated at the liquid solid interface.
Segregation has been correlated with a low equilibrium distribution coefficient from
the liquid, defined as k o =Cs/CL, where C~ and C g are equilibrium dopant
concentrations in the solid and the liquid phase, as determined from an equilibrium
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phase diagram. For the case of C~ < CL (ko < 1), a part of the impurity in the liquid
phase fails to get incorporated in the solid phase on freezing, and gets rejected into
the liquid, which becomes richer in the impurity. The outward motion of the
resolidification front leads to a progressive build-up of impurity concentration
towards the surface. For example, in the case of B, P and As in Si, the values of k o
are 0-80, 0.35 and 0.30 respectively. Standard theories of crystallization under
equilibrium conditions (Smith et al 1955) applied to the laser annealing process
show that in As- and P-implanted Si, these values of ko should produce large
concentration spikes at the surface, which would be easily observable by depth
profiling techniques such as Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) or
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). However, these surface spikes are not
observed in B-, As- and P-implanted laser-annealed Si (White et al 1979b; Young et
al 1979). A satisfactory fit to the data could only be obtained by assuming k 0 ~ 1 in
all these three cases. For Cu, Ga, In, Sb and Bi where surface segregation was
experimentally observed, ko is practically zero ( ~ 4 x 10 -4 for In to 2"3 × l 0 - 2 for
Sb). The segregation observed is much less than that expected from such low ko
values. The observed profiles are consistent with much higher values of the
distribution coefficient (~0'2 to 0'7). Also, the concentrations of impurity atoms
retained at substitutional sites (measured by ion channeling) after laser treatment
were far in excess of the equilibrium solubility limit C~ obtained from the phase
diagrams (Wilson et al 1980; Stuck et al 1980). These results were a consequence of
the ultrafast regrowth velocities of the order of a few metres per second (see figure
5). Non-equilibrium conditions prevail at such fast regrowth velocities, leading to
"solute trapping" (Jackson et al 1980), where a solute atom at the liquid-solid
interface cannot segregate into the liquid before a layer at the interface is frozen. To
incorporate these non-equilibrium effects into a model calculation of the solute
profile, we define a modified interfacial distribution coefficient, k= C~ and C[, where
C[ are the solute (or dopant) concentrations in the solid and liquid phases at
the rapidly moving interface. The parameters k, C~ and C[ may be the same as the
equilibrium values ko, C~, and CL at very small regrowth velocities, but k--.1 at very
high regrowth velocities (Burton et al !953; Rosenberger 1979). In the model
calculations, therefore, the diffusivity D,. in the liquid phase and the effective
distribution coefficient k are treated as free parameters. The details of the melt-front
motion are obtained from the heat flow calculations described in section 3.
Although there have been some attempts (Miotello and Donfi Dalle Rose 1981) to
tackle this problem analytically, a numerical solution using a finite difference
method, similar to that in section 3, is generally more convenient. The procedure to
be adopted for incorporating segregation effects at the freezing boundary is given
by White et al (1980b), and will be briefly described in the following.
5.3

Numerical solution

The surface region is again divided into a number of layers of suitable thickness, as
in the case of the heating calculations described earlier. Each layer is characterized
by a definite solute concentration, and is either treated as fully molten, or fully
frozen. A diffusivity D,, or D~ is assigned to each layer depending on whether it is in
the liquid or the solid phase at a given instant t. If Ci(t) is the solute concentration
of the ith layer at time t, and io is the surface layer, then the concentrations at the
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next time step are calculated from
Ci(t + At) = C,(t) + [At/(Az) 2] [D { C, ~(t) - C,(t)} - D + { C,(t)
-C,+~(t)}],
where

i > i o,

(29)

D± =2DiDi±I/(Dt+Di±j),

where D~ is the diffusivity assigned to the ith layer at time t. For the surface layer
(i=io), only the second term in the square brackets is to be used under the
assumption that there is no loss of solute from the surface during diffusion
[(~C/&)l~=o=O]. The concentrations Ci(t) at t = 0 are initialized to the known
composition profile of the substance. In the case of deposited films, Ci(0) is a step
function, whereas for an implanted sample, it is generally a Gaussian distribution.
Equation (29) describes the solution of the diffusion equation (28). It should be
noted that the melt front motion is incorporated in the solutign by suitably defining
D i at each time step. The solution still does not incorporate segregation effects
described earlier. For this the number of liquid layers at each time step is
monitored. If, at any time step, this number is less than that in the previous time
step, it signifies freezing of the liquid. If, in a given time step, there are n liquid
layers, and which is less than that in the previous time step, then the (n+ l)th layer
has just frozen, and segregation effects have to be applied there. From the definition
of the effective distribution coefficient k, we write
C,+ l (t + At)= kC*+ ~(t + At)
C,(t + At) = C,(t + At) + (l - k)C*+ 1 (t + At),

(30)
(31)

where C* denotes the concentrations calculated from equation (29). Equation (30)
states that a fraction k of the solute in the liquid phase is retained in the solid
phase, and equation (31) states that the balance amount is rejected into the liquid
layer immediately above the frozen layer. The calculations are continued till the
sample resolidifies completely. These calculations give the final solute profile as a
function of depth. The liquid phase diffusivity, D,, and k are free parameters which
are adjusted to obtain a best fit to the experimental data.
An example of the calculations described above is shown in figure 6 for laser
treatment of 15-nm-thick molybdenum film on nickel. The variation of melt depth
with time, obtained from the heating calculations, is approximated by three straight
line segments, and is shown as an inset in figure 6. It should be noted that the
origin of the time axis (t = 0) is taken at the instant when the surface layer starts
melting, rather than at the beginning of the laser pulse. The initial molybdenum
concentration profile is flat at 100% up to a depth of 15 nm, and is zero at higher
depths. The concentration-depth profiles measured by RBS after laser treatment
with a 25 ns F W H M ruby laser pulse at 2'5 J/cm 2 are shown as filled squares. The
calculated profile, shown by a continuous curve, is obtained by solving the diffusion
equation as described earlier. In order to account for a finite depth resolution
(~ 20 nm) in the experiment, this numerically generated profile is also folded with a
Gaussian resolution function. No surface segregation effects are apparent in this
case. The experimental profile is thus consistent with k = 1. The diffusivity in the
liquid phase was adjusted to yield a least Z 2 fit for D,, = 8 x 10 5 cmZs 1. This
value for the diffusivity is consistent with typical values in liquid metals. The
agreement between the experimental and calculated curves is seen to be reasonably
good in view of the many simplifying assumptions made in the solution.
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Figure 6. Experimental and calculated molybdenum depth profiles after laser treatment
of a 15 nm film on nickel. The melt depth variation with time is shown in the inset.

The resolidification velocity v~ in the case of most metals is very high. As a result,
segregation effects are generally not seen in metals treated with nanosecond
duration laser pulses. However, v~ is nearly one order of magnitude smaller in the
case of silicon, and segregation effects have been seen (White et al 1979a, 1980b) for
several dopant species, such as Sb, Cu, Ga, In, Bi, etc. The dependence of the
redistribution coefficient k on the resolidification velocity v~ has been studied in
detail by Baeri et al (1981) for bismuth in silicon. Their results are shown in figure 7.
The solute trapping effect discussed earlier is clear. The effective k is several orders
of magnitude higher than the equilibrium value of k o - 7 x 10 -4. As vs increases, the
solute atoms find it increasingly difficult to segregate into the moving liquid layer,
resulting in an increase in k. At very high velocities, it is expected that k ~ l
(Rosenberger 1979), as is indeed seen for metals.
5.4

Departures from a simple diffusion model

Examples have been presented above of situations where the experimentally
observed solute depth profiles are consistent with heat and mass diffusion
equations. However, in many situations, it has been found (see, for example, Jain
et al 1981b) that the solute penetrates much deeper than the maximum possible melt
depth predicted by the heating calculations. Even after allowing for all the
uncertainties in the calculations, such deep profiles cannot be explained on the basis
of a simple heat conduction and solute diffusion model described in the earlier
sections. This implies that the heat and mass transfers take place by a non-diffusive
mechanism. One such plausible mechanism is convection in the melt. If there is a
violent "churning" or convection in the molten region, heat and mass transfer to
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Figure 7. The effective redistribution coefficient, k, as a function of the resolidification
velocity for laser treatment of bismuth-implanted silicon. The equilibrium value, k o, for
bismuth in silicon is 7 × I0 4. The data points are taken from Baeri et al (1981).

greater depths will be much more efficient than by diffusion alone. Thus, onset of
convection in the melt can account for anomalously deep solute depth profiles. It
has been found by Jain et al (1981b) that anomalously deep solute profiles are also
linked with a coarse surface topography, resembling a highly turbulent liquid layer
frozen instantaneously. This observation provides supporting evidence for onset of
convection. Any lateral non-uniformity in the beam intensity profile would produce
a corresponding lateral temperature gradient along the sample surface. The
temperature dependence of surface tension would lead to a net force on the melt
along the surface. This force could act as the driving force for convection.
The problem of convection in the laser-produced melt is quite complicated, since
both heat and mass transport have to be dealt with simultaneously. Initially there
were doubts whether a convective motion can set in during the short time periods
encountered in pulsed laser treatment. However, some calculations have been
reported (Chan et al 1984) which clearly show the presence of convection even in
short-duration melts produced by laser treatment. Although the qualitative features
of the results from such a calculation are in agreement with general features of
experimental findings, understanding of convection in nanosecond-duration melts is
not yet complete.
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